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Share or comment on this article: Experts searching for Hitler's gold say letter
could uncover ANOTHER lost treasure

EXCLUSIVE: Experts searching for
Hitler's hidden £200million gold say
Nazi descendants have handed over
letter written by SS officer which
could uncover ANOTHER lost treasure

Experts have been given a letter written by an SS officer which could lead to the
discovery of Raphael's long-lost 16th-century painting Portrait of a Young Man 
The painting was seized by Gestapo officers after Germany's invasion of Poland
Team from Silesian Bridge Foundation, who are digging in the grounds of an
18th-century Polish palace, said they received letter from descendants of Nazis
Expert says finding the lost artwork would be 'the biggest sensation in the art
world since the war' 

By ED WIGHT and STUART DOWELL IN POLAND FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 03:45 EST, 9 November 2022 | UPDATED: 06:46 EST, 9 November 2022

Experts searching for £200million of Hitler's gold in the grounds of an 18th-century
palace in Poland have said Nazi descendants have handed over a letter written by an
SS officer that could uncover another lost treasure.

A team from the Silesian Bridge Foundation said the fragment of an ageing letter,
seen exclusively by MailOnline, could reveal the mystery behind one of the Second
World War's most valuable pieces of looted art.

The letter references the long-lost 16th-century painting Portrait of a Young Man by
Italian artist Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino, better known as Raphael, which was seized
by Gestapo officers following Germany's invasion of Poland in 1939.

The Foundation said it received the letter from the descendants of senior Nazis who
now want to atone for the crimes committed by Nazi Germany during the war. 

The letter was written by the same SS officer who penned a diary detailing 11
locations where the Nazis are said to have hidden £200million of Nazi gold. 

In the letter, the SS officer mentions Raphael's 16th-century painting, which ended
up in the hands of Hitler's henchman Hans Frank, who was head of the general
government in occupied Poland. 

The painting, along with other priceless artworks, was hung in Krakow's Wawel
Castle, which Frank had requisitioned as his home.

This was the last place that the painting - which is currently valued at more than
£86million - was seen.

Now, the five-page letter written in gothic-style German by a Nazi officer named
'Michaelis' could explain its disappearance.

A team from the Silesian Bridge Foundation said the fragment of an ageing letter exclusively
seen by MailOnline could reveal the mystery behind one of the Second World War's most
valuable pieces of looted art

The letter references the long-lost 16th-century painting 'Portrait of a Young Man' (pictured) by
Italian artist Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino, better known as Raphael, which was seized by
Gestapo officers in 1939

The SS officer writes about Raphael's 16th-century painting, which ended up in the hands of
Hitler's henchman Hans Frank (pictured), who was head of the general government in
occupied Poland

The discovery was made using a geo radar search of an abandoned conservatory at an 18th-
century palace in the village of Minkowskie in southern Poland

In the letter dated 1947 - apparently addressed to a friend - Michaelis writes that he
had hidden the painting along with other valuables.

He also mentioned someone called Hanke who is thought to be Karl Hanke, the
Gauleiter of Lower Silesia and later the last Reichsführer SS after Heinrich Himmler
was arrested in April 1944.

In the letter Michaelis wrote: 'Yes, Hanke was right, the boxes contained cultural
goods from Krakow.

'When I think back it was once a collection [belonging to] Flämming.

'You know, my dear friend, I adore culture, but this was too much for me.

'Raphael's Portrait of a Young Man with old stamps on the back, oval and square,
signed 1514.'
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The Nazi officer, who the Foundation say may have been using a pseudonym, added:
'The painting was rumoured to have been in the Flämming collection at one time.

'Rembrandt's Autoportret, Rubens's Portrait of a Lady and many more.

'Now I may have to find more hiding places because my friend Otto will never know
about these things.'

Although it is unclear where the SS officer hid the painting, Bart Zelaytys from the
Silesian Bridge Foundation said: 'This is the first written document that tells us at
least in part what happened to the painting after it left Krakow.

'Finding the lost Raphael would be the biggest sensation in the art world since the
end of the war.'

A section of the letter which references 'Raphael's Portrait of a Young Man with old stamps on
the back, oval and square, signed 1514'

Dating from 1947 in what appears to be a letter to a friend, Michaelis mentioned someone
called Hanke who is thought to be Karl Hanke (pictured in 1945), the Gauleiter of Lower Silesia
and later the last Reichsführer SS 

He added: 'We don't know who [Otto] is. He may be a farmer with whom Michaelis
was staying.

'It was normal for SS officers to hide in the countryside after the war to avoid being
identified in large cities and arrested by the Allies.'

Zelaytys said only the last page of the letter had been revealed because the
Foundation is now translating and analysing the other four pages.

The letter was written by the same SS officer who kept a diary detailing 11 locations
where the Nazis are said to have hidden other looted treasure.

One of those locations is an 18th-century palace in the village of Minkowskie, Poland,
where the Foundation is currently digging up an old orangery in a small area of the
14-hectare palace park.

It is thought treasures, stolen on the orders of SS boss Heinrich Himmler to set up a
Fourth Reich, are buried there.

The treasure was stolen on the orders of SS boss Heinrich Himmler (pictured) towards the end
of the Second World War to set up a Fourth Reich 

The letter was written by the same SS officer who kept a diary detailing 11 locations where the
Nazis are said to have hidden other looted treasure. One of those locations is an 18th-century
palace (pictured) in the village of Minkowskie, Poland, where the Foundation is currently
digging up an old orangery

The dig is taking place in the grounds of the 18th-century palace in the village of Minkowskie,
Poland

Earlier this year, the group uncovered a 5ft metal canister buried 10ft below the
surface at the site.

Thought to include the so-called Gold of Breslau, which went missing from police
headquarters in what is now the nearby Polish city of Wroclaw, the canister is also
thought to include jewellery and valuables from the private collections of wealthy
Germans who lived in the region.

The city of Breslau - modern day Wroclaw in Poland - was one of the wealthiest in
Hitler's Third Reich. But the impending arrival of the Red Army meant the Germans
had to hide tons of gold and valuables.

These included bank deposits from the Reichsbank, as well as private German
banks,  and civilian deposits as the population had been urged to deposit gold,
money and jewellery.

According to legend, the treasure was collected in the building of the police
headquarters and packed into crates.

Earlier this year, the group uncovered a 5ft metal canister buried 10ft below the surface at the
site. Pictured: A tube above ground shows the area where they say the canister is buried

A visualisation of what the Silesian Bridge Foundation says the area may have looked like when
the Nazis were burying the canister

It was then transported under an SS guard from Breslau towards what was then the
town of Hirschberg, today's Jelenia Góra in Poland, and then the Sudeten mountains.

But, soon after departing, the trail went dead and the gold has never been seen or
heard of since.

One of the theories is that it was stolen on Himmler's orders to help create a Fourth
Reich.

In order to protect their prized possessions from the advancing Red Army, the
wealthy Germans handed their loot over to the SS.

The location was revealed by secret documents, the SS officer's diary and a map that
the treasure hunters received from the descendants of officers belonging to a
secretive lodge dating back over 1,000 years.

The same diary, said to have been written by the SS officer Michaelis who wrote the
letter referencing Raphael's Portrait of a Young Man, is also said to reveal the
location of another palace in the region where it is thought 28 tons of treasure is
buried at the bottom of a well.

Among the bundle of documents is a letter from a senior SS officer called Von Stein
to one of the girls who worked at the palace in Minkowskie and who later became his
lover.

The pages of the diary (left) are said to identify 11 locations across Lower Silesia which was
German territory before and during the war. Right, Roman Furmaniak, head of the Silesian
Bridge Foundation, holding the diary 

Roman Furmaniak, from the Silesian Bridge Foundation, which is leading the search in the
palace

The location was revealed by secret documents, a diary (pictured) and a map that the treasure
hunters received from the descendants of SS officers belonging to a secretive lodge
worshipped by Himmler and dating back over 1,000 years

Von Stein wrote: 'My dear Inge, I will fulfill my assignment, with God's will. Some
transports were successful. The remaining 48 heavy Reichsbank's chests and all the
family chests I hereby entrust to you.

'Only you know where they are located. May God help you and help me, fulfill my
assignment.'

The pencil-written pages of the diary are said to identify 11 locations across Lower
Silesia which was German territory before and during the war.

An entry from March 12, 1945, referring to the treasure at the palace in Minkowskie
says: 'A trough has been dug in the orangery, which is a safe ''home'' for the
delivered chests and containers.'

It continues: '48 chests from the Reichsbank, in good condition, were hidden, very
well covered with earth and ''greened'' with still living plants.

'Let providence watch over us.'

Inge was the guardian appointed by Von Stein to keep an eye on the hiding place.

Roman Furmaniak, who is leading the Silesian Foundation dig, said: 'She was in love
with the handsome officer in a black SS uniform. They were like gods.

'She believed that she would have to stay there for a year, maybe two, then it would
all be over.

'Nobody believed then that the region would come under the control of the Soviet
Union.

'There was a two-month period in 1945 when she had to hide in the forest from the
Russians. But when she got back, the area had not been disturbed.

'If they had dug a hole, they would have taken what they wanted and then left the
hole. We have seen this in history many times in Poland.'

Treasure hunters have started digging for ten tons of Nazi gold at the 18th-century palace
in Minkowskie, southern Poland

The palace in Minkowskie (archive picture) dates back to the 18th century when it was built by
Prussian general Friedrich Wilhelm von Seydlitz

The palace in Minkowskie dates back to the 18th century when it was built by
Prussian general Friedrich Wilhelm von Seydlitz.

At the end of the war, the region was handed over to the new Soviet-controlled
Poland, the entire German population was expelled and Poles who had been living in
Western Ukraine arrived.

To blend in with the new population, Inge changed her appearance and identity -
eventually marrying a local man - and continued to watch over the treasure until her
death 60 years later.

Over the years the palace changed hands several times and after the war the Red
Army and the Polish Army were stationed there at different times.

Later it was used as a local council office, a kindergarten and even a cinema.

Now, in a dilapidated state and in private hands, the Silesian Bridge foundation has
taken a long-term lease on the property.

In May, the treasure hunters began digging for ten tons of Nazi gold at the palace,
with the dig initially concentrating on an old orangery in a small area of the 14-
hectare palace park.

A team of specialists carefully removed layers of earth by hand as it is also being
treated as an archaeological site to uncover the foundations of the orangery.

The Foundation says it is now hoping to finish its research by the end of this year.
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ecstatic as she reveals
she is 37 weeks along in
her second pregnancy
and that her bump is
36cm long

Heidi Klum kisses
husband Tom Kaulitz
and gushes over his
guitar playing at their
$9M Bel-Air mansion
 

Kourtney Kardashian
stuns in black lingerie
while promoting her
wellness collaboration
with husband Travis
Barker: 'So dreamy for
the bod'
 

Candice Swanepoel
shows off her bikini
body as she models a
tiny swimsuit from her
sustainable swimwear
line
 

Meet the smallest
steam iron in the
WORLD! This mini but
mighty tool fits into the
palm of your hand - and
for under $20, it makes
quick work of even the
most wrinkled fabrics
 

Britney Spears admits
to suffering 'serious
mental trauma' from her
conservatorship: Pop
star, 40, claims ordeal
has left her with nerve
damage
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Johnny Depp makes
appearance on
Rihanna's 4th Savage X
Fenty show... before
star enjoyed romantic
Las Vegas rendezvous
with British lawyer
girlfriend Joelle Rich
 

My Three Sons star
Dawn Lyn, 59,
'breathing on her own
and opening her eyes'
after brain surgery left
her fighting for her life
in a coma
 

Pregnant Abby De La
Rosa CONFIRMS Nick
Cannon is the father of
her third baby - making
it his TWELFTH over all
- but is NOT expecting
twins as she had
previously teased
 

Jennifer Aniston, 53,
looks just as young in
behind-the-scenes clip
for THAT racy Allure
cover as she did in
2004 
 

'It's not thrilling for
me': Kanye West's ex
Julia Fox says she
'DOESN'T like' sex and
is 'desensitized' to it 
because of her work as
a dominatrix
 

Kate Winslet, 47, and
her daughter Mia
Threapleton, 22, are
seen for the first time in
character as they star
together in a new British
TV drama, I Am Ruth
 

Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen reveals that her
and John Legend's son
Miles, four, received
stitches on his forehead
.

Bella Thorne puts her
curves on display as
she admits she is trying
to show off for her ex:
'You're going to stunt
on your ex, which fit do
you wear?'
 

Rebel Wilson steps out
for the FIRST time since
announcing the birth of
her baby girl via
surrogate... after
detailing 'devastating'
challenges to conceive
 

EXCLUSIVE
Yellowstone stars hit
out at repeated awards
snubs - branding
Hollywood 'a fickle
beast' - but insist they
DON'T need accolades
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Kylie Jenner wears
bizarre upside-down
shades with Raf Simons
SS/23 sweater romper
and pumps in NYC
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Bottoms up! Princess
Eugenie's man Jack
Brooksbank toasts
£600k profit from his
booze firm 
 

'Way to go, Mickey!'
Fran Drescher lauds
Disney for dropping
Covid vaccine
mandates on 12 shows -
as star likens measures
to 'fascism' in
impassioned video
 

The calm before the
storm: Dua Lipa sips
Champagne on a luxury
super yacht as she
cruises around Sydney
Harbour - just hours
before ticket holders
were left stranded
 

Emily Ratajkowski
struts through NYC in
black mini-dress and
boots... after saying
she's checking in 'on
the stepfather
applications in my DMs'
following divorce
 

Separating fact from
fiction in The Crown:
Truth behind show's
claim that Prince Philip
KNEW Diana co-
operated with Andrew
Morton
 

Larsa Pippen, 48,
takes a page out of ex-
pal Kim Kardashian's
pinup playbook by
posing in a nude bikini...
after date with Michael
Jordan's son Marcus, 31
 

Kendall Jenner
displays her fabulous
off-duty style in TWO
different looks as she
steps out in NYC

Look away, Bill!
Melinda Gates, 58, 'has
been dating tattooed ex-
Fox News reporter
hunk, 63, for MONTHS':
Billionaire and divorcé
were spotted at Nets
game in April 
 

Khloe Kardashian
showcases her legs in
oversized button-up
with studded heels as
she poses with her cat
to promote Good
American's latest
diamond collection
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Aaron Carter's fiancée
moves her belongings
out of his home as cops
swoop on house after
she called them to 'keep
the peace' - days after
the singer was found
dead in bathtub
 

Manifest is back on
top! The fourth season
created by Netflix has
become the streamer's
#1 show... after NBC
canceled the series last
year
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
covers up her bikini
body while on a sandy
beach as the chilly
autumn weather begins:
'Sweater weather is ON'
 

'We've raised them
completely wrong':
Stanley Tucci admits his
children have 'a diet like
Fagin is their father' and
he has to beg them to
try mashed potato
 

Kim Kardashian did it
first! Jennifer Aniston,
53, models VERY
skimpy Chanel bikini... 4
years after the reality TV
star, 42, spilled out of
the same suit
 

South Park has five
episodes that are not
viewable on HBO Max
because of their
depiction of the Prophet
Muhammad
 

Kim Kardashian
showcases her slender
frame in pink bralette
and shorts plus a red
fitted set as she
promotes SKIMS
holiday shop
 

Aaron Carter 'had an
obsession' with
estranged brother Nick
Carter and 'was pushing
to get star's attention as
cry for help', friend
claims - before singer's
tragic death aged 34
 

The episode-by-
episode guide to The
Crown: FEMAIL breaks
down what you can
expect from each of the
10 shows in series five
SPOILER ALERT

EXCLUSIVE  Prince
Andrew labeled a FOOL
for settling sex assault
lawsuit with Virginia
Roberts after she
admitted to 'making a
mistake' in Alan
Dershowitz claim
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Smiling King Charles
carries on with an
audience with the
President of Nigeria at
Buckingham Palace
after being pelted with
eggs by protester in
York

'We butted heads for a
long time': Sean Penn's
son Hopper - who
battled crystal meth
addiction - details
'strict' upbringing with
actor father
 

Mexican actress
Claudia Salinas is set to
take the stand at Harvey
Weinstein's LA rape trial
after being accused by
'victim' of locking her in
the bathroom with
disgraced mogul
 

Divorce, defeats... and
now the crypto crash!
Tom Brady risks losing
ENTIRE investment
after the FTX exchange
he plunged fortune into
almost collapsed
 

His crowning
achievement! After
Dominic West's unified
appearance with wife
Catherine - how did he
pull marriage back from
the brink?
 

Angela Bassett says
she has been going
through 'cycles of grief'
since Chadwick
Boseman died as she
promotes Black
Panther: Wakanda
Forever
 

Tom Brady searching
for 'a better peace of
mind' amid divorce from
Gisele Bundchen - after
his nine-year-old
daughter spotted 'his
unhappy face' when
playing football
 

Naomi Campbell and
Isabelle Huppert ooze
androgynous chic in
stylish suits as they
unveil the Christmas
decorations at Le
Printemps in Paris

Avril Lavigne displays
her cleavage as she
poses in a bodice and
fishnet tights while
branding herself a
'mother f***in princess'
in edgy shoot
 

'It was disgusting!':
Sylvester Stallone,
worth $400M, reveals he
lived in a transient hotel
and shared a bathroom
with 20 people before
making it big with
Rocky
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Sexiest girls alive!
Chris Evans admits he
had crushes on Danica
McKellar, Elisabeth
Shue and Soleil Moon
Frye in candid new
interview
 

Bruce Willis is seen in
a tender moment with
wife Emma... after pal
Sylvester Stallone says
actor is having 'difficult
time' with aphasia
diagnosis
 

Hilaria Baldwin, 38,
admits to judging
couples with massive
age gaps before
meeting her 64-year-old
husband Alec
 

Jean Smart and
Brendan Fraser to
headline It's a
Wonderful Life table
read for the Ed Asner
Family Center

Irina Shayk is a siren
in silver as at Rihanna's
starry Savage X Fenty
Vol. 4 fashion show...
amid rumored reunion
with Bradley Cooper
 

EXCLUSIVE  Her very
own Prince Charming!
Elizabeth Debicki makes
a rare public
appearance with new
boyfriend Kristian
Rasmussen at The
Crown after-party
 

EXCLUSIVE  Look what
you made her do! Taylor
Swift super fan, 19, was
so excited about
singer's tour
announcement that she
suffered a COLLAPSED
LUNG 
 

Moment King Charles
and Queen Consort are
pelted with eggs by
protester in York: Green
Party candidate and XR
activist shouts 'this
country is built on blood
of slavery'
 

'Would you like my
poppy?' Princess of
Wales introduces
herself as 'Catherine'
and offers boy, 3, her
remembrance tribute at
children's center visit 
 

'It's come too late for
him': Prince Andrew sex
accuser Virginia
Roberts' decision to
drop lawsuit against
Alan Dershowitz WON'T
help save the royal's
reputation, expert says 
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Kelly Ripa and Mark
Consuelos' son Michael,
25, reveals he 'often'
raids his dad's closet:
'He always notices'
Included in this year's
People's Sexiest Man
Alive issue

Charlize Theron shows
off new shorter hairstyle
while grabbing dinner
with a gal pal at Sushi
Park in Los Angeles
Sporting a new look 

'You sacrifice so much
of your identity when
you become a mother':
Emily Ratajkowski says
'life is just beginning'
now she's newly single
 

Rihanna flaunts ample
curves as she reigns
over an eerie mystical
forest alongside catwalk
queens Irina Shayk and
Cara Delevingne in
surreal Savage x Fenty
Show Vol. 4
 

She's All That reunion!
Freddie Prinze Jr cozies
up to his former co-star
Rachael Leigh Cook...
23 years after their teen
film became a massive
hit
 

'It's clear he was
miscast': The Crown
viewers brand Dominic
West 'too good-looking'
to play Prince Charles -
and praise Elizabeth
Debicki's 'outstanding'
portrayal of Diana
 

Shakira flaunts her
figure in a sheer beaded
gown as she poses for
Burberry's new festive
campaign - after
reaching a custody deal
with ex Gerard Pique
 

Meghan Trainor
reveals she lost 60
POUNDS after
welcoming her son
Riley last year: 'I
learned what portions
mean'
 

The Crown's most
shocking moments:
Diana accused of arson,
the Queen is told to lose
weight and Dodi Fayed
is seen sniffing cocaine
in explosive scenes
 

'Very proud of you':
Eminem's estranged
mother Debbie Mathers
congratulates the
rapper after his Rock &
Roll Hall of Fame
induction
 

ADVERTISEMENT

Anya Taylor-Joy puts
on a leggy display in a
checked minidress as
she leaves Kiss FM with
Nicholas Hoult after
promoting their film The
Menu
 

Lara Stone flaunts her
curves in slinky black
catsuit with racy cut-out
detail as she hits the
catwalk at Rihanna's
Savage x Fenty Show
Vol. 4
 

Cara Delevingne
flashes the flesh in
black lace lingerie amid
sea of models in kinky
ensembles at Rihanna's
starry Savage X Fenty
Vol. 4 fashion show
 

Pregnant Chrissy
Teigen displays her
growing baby bump in a
breezy silk negligee as
she prepares to
welcome her third child
with John Legend
 

Madonna's daughter
Lourdes Leon follows in
her famous mother's
footsteps with raunchy
music video for her
track C***radiction
 

Rebel Wilson reveals
meaning behind
daughter Royce's
name... a day after
announcing she
welcomed her first child
via surrogate
 

'I can't un-see the
hotness': Former Prime
Minister John Major
becomes an unlikely
heartthrob as The
Crown viewers swoon
over Jonny Lee Miller
 

New series of The
Crown is both
'unsavory' and
'dangerous' because
young people 'think it's
a documentary', royal
expert claims 
 

Stephen Fry
deactivates Twitter as
he becomes latest in
string of celebrities to
quit social media
platform in wake of Elon
Musk's takeover 
 

Sophie Turner to star
as jewel thief Joan
Hannington - 'one of the
most notorious figures
in the criminal London
underworld' - in a new
drama
 

ADVERTISEMENT

'He's a bald Peter Pan
in Nikes who never
grew up.' How NBA bad
boy Charles Barkley's
career soared despite
fights on the court and
spitting on young girl,
biography reveals
 

Golden girl! Queen
Maxima of the
Netherlands dazzles in
an embellished gown as
she and King Willem-
Alexander host a lavish
state banquet for Italian
President
 

Miranda Lambert puts
on a leggy display in a
mini dress as with
husband Brendan
Mcloughlin at star-
studded BMI Country
Awards in Nashville
 

Sophie's daring day
out! Countess of
Wessex dons sleek
leather midi dress to
visit a charity
supporting disabled
children  
 

Dua Lipa and her team
praise Italian restaurant
as the singer continues
to wow crowds on her
Future Nostalgia Tour in
Australia
 

Jess Glynne flaunts
her incredible figure in a
racy sheer catsuit in
sizzling teaser for her
2023 musical comeback
- after signing new label
deal with EMI

Kim Cattrall, 66, makes
a rare red carpet
appearance with
boyfriend Russell
Thomas, 50, at the
Glamour Women of the
Year Awards
 

The Crown premiere:
Dominic West packs on
the PDA with wife
Catherine after family
red carpet appearance...
two years on from Lily
James scandal
 

'It's about time!' Chris
Evans' mom reacts to
the actor being crowned
People magazine's
Sexiest Man Alive
 

King Charles 'DID
speak to a Prime
Minister about the
prospect of ruling as a
Prince Regent - but it
wasn't John Major' like
The Crown says
 

The Crown season
five: From an Australian
Princess Diana to a
'frightened' Queen
Elizabeth: MailOnline
looks at the new cast
members
 

Megan Fox and
Machine Gun Kelly
bundle up in stylish
coats as they step out
in rainy Los Angeles for
dinner
 

Kate Beckinsale gets a
hug from a crewmember
as she films rooftop
scenes through the
night in chilly Zagreb for
CIA thriller Canary
Black
 

'Our sole objective is
to provide them with the
upmost security and
protection': Shakira and
ex Gerard Pique confirm
they've signed a child
custody agreement
 

Michael Jackson's
estate seeks return of
$1 million in property
allegedly taken from
singer's home
 

How The Crown will
embarrass King
Charles: New series
shoehorns in toe-
curling moments that
seem designed to
humiliate the monarch
 

Zoey 101 star Alexa
Nikolas claims Dan
Schneider paid to take
photos of children's feet
after stars accused
producer of pushing for
inappropriate content
 

Emma Thompson
looks casually chic in
corduroy dungarees as
she steps out with
husband Greg Wise in
Venice on a romantic
getaway
 

Shane MacGowan
enjoys a drink as he is
joined by his wife
Victoria Mary Clarke to
celebrate launch of his
limited edition book in
Dublin
 

Taraji P. Henson puts
on a sensual display as
she dances about in
clinging metallic dress
as part of Rihanna's
Savage x Fenty
Show Vol. 4
 

Prince and Princess of
Wales will be 'very
upset and sad' over
Mike Tindall's I'm A
Celebrity stint because
it's 'demeaning' to the
family
 

Dan McCafferty, lead
vocalist for Scottish
band Nazareth who
sang the band's hit
single Love Hurts, is
dead at 76
 

'I went from the pervy
Italian girl to skinny and
sickly': Julia Fox says
Kanye West fling had a
negative effect on her
movie career and left
her typecast
 

Olivia Culpo flashes
sideboob and cleavage
in VERY revealing black
dress as she and her
sisters step out in NYC
after their reality show
premieres
 

Glee's Dianna Agron
confirms romance
with Belgian painter
Harold Ancart as they
share a sweet kiss... two
years after divorce from
Mumford & Sons'
Winston Marshall

Dua Lipa fans furious
as thousands of ticket
holders are left
stranded outside her
Sydney show after
Ticketek's app crashed 
 

Jennifer Connelly and
Paul Bettany - both 51 -
are still very much in
love after nearly 20
years of marriage as
they walk hand-in-hand
with their dog in NYC

EXCLUSIVE  Aaron
Carter's twin sister
Angel looks devastated
as she is seen for first
time since his shock
death aged just 34
 

Chloe Bailey is radiant
as she showcases her
toned midriff wearing a
hot pink textured
bralette and tiny shorts
in new flirty Instagram
post
 

James Cameron
explains runtime of
upcoming Avatar sequel
that clocks in at more
than three hours
 

Simu Liu puts his fit
physique on display
while modeling red
velvet pajama pants in
Rihanna's 4th Savage X
Fenty show on Amazon
Prime
 

Sheryl Lee Ralph, 65,
sparkles in a busty
silver bodysuit as she
shows off her age-
defying figure at
Rihanna's Savage x
Fenty Show Vol. 4
 

Former royal butler
Paul Burrell says
Princess Diana was a
'fervent' supporter of
her 'mama' the Queen 
 

Anitta puts on VERY
cheeky display in lacy
lingerie and a fishnet
bodysuit as she
performs in Rihanna's
anticipated Savage X
Fenty Vol. 4 fashion
show
 

Madison Prewett gives
fans an inside look at
her honeymoon as she
posts loved-up snaps
from luxury getaway to
Los Cabos with
husband Grant Troutt
 

Jessie James Decker
puts on a VERY busty
display in a blue mini
dress as she makes a
splash with husband
Eric Decker at 2022 BMI
Country Awards
 

'When you win, bring it
back to Malibu': Actor
Sean Penn hands over
his Oscar to Zelensky
and says he can keep it
'until Ukraine's victory'
as he visits war-torn
country for third time
 

Joanna Gaines reveals
her mother was left in
tears reading her new
memoir The Stories We
Tell: 'Every five seconds
she'd call, 'I'm crying!'"
 

Justin Bieber, 28, is a
doting big brother as he
spends one-on-one time
with younger sibling
Jaxon, 12, in Los
Angeles
 

Transgender
influencer Nikita Dragun
ARRESTED at Miami
Beach hotel after
'walking around naked
and dousing officer with
water' 
 

Blake Lively and Ryan
Reynolds' daughters
had no clue their 'aunt'
Taylor Swift was famous
and thought singing
was just her 'hobby'
 

American Gigolo star
Lauren Hutton, 78,
opens up about her
confidence against
ageism: 'Anti-aging is
an old-fashioned term'
 

Lilly Singh is a ray of
sunshine in a yellow
fishnet bra and
gleaming gold sweats
for Rihanna's star-
studded Savage X Fenty
Vol. 4 fashion show
 

Real Housewives of
Atlanta alum Cynthia
Bailey gets big
feedback after showing
drawing fan made of her
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
is as angelic as ever as
she hints at taut midriff
in autumnal cutoff look
in Los Angeles
 

Jackson White and Tell
Me Lies co-star Grace
Van Patten confirm
dating while attending
CFDA Awards
 

Camila Mendes
seemingly confirms new
romance with Música
co-star Rudy Mancuso
as she shares steamy
poolside snap 
 

Derek Hough, 37, rips
off his shirt on DWTS
after watching several
dancers show off toned
physiques
 

Olivia Munn goes glam
in pink sequins and
flaunts legs in sheer
stockings for 'first
photoshoot' since
giving birth to son
Malcolm... ahead of little
one's first birthday 
 

Hilary Duff explains
her short absence from
social media was due to
her WHOLE family being
sick with multiple
illnesses: 'We had it
ALL!'
 

'People are going to
freak out about how
good she is': Christina
Ricci lauds Jenna
Ortega's portrayal of
Wednesday Addams -
30 years after playing
iconic role 
 

Kylie Jenner puts on a
very busty display as
she flashes her bra and
underwear before CFDA
Fashion Awards 
 

Ashton Kutcher and
Mila Kunis coordinate in
casual wear as they
step out for coffee run
in LA... after he
completes the NYC
Marathon
 

Emily Ratajkowski
reveals she bought her
truck-obsessed son
Sylvester, one, a baby
doll and tea set to
'balance' out his
gendered toys
 

Sam Smith wows in a
sheer pink lace shirt
and black briefs and
fishnet tights as they
poses up a storm for
snaps in their dressing
room
 

Chanel West Coast
reveals that she and
boyfriend Dom Fenison
have named their baby
daughter Bowie Breeze
Fenison after her
difficult labor
 

Anne Hathaway and
Salma Hayek board
Netflix's Seesaw
Monster adaptation
from Bullet Train author
Kotaro Isaka
 

Meghan Markle
proudly shows off her 'I
voted' sticker after
casting her ballot in
California midterm
elections - and shares
tips for other voters on 
Archewell website 
 

Devon Windsor looks
sultry in a yellow bikini
as she gets back to her
24in waistline... one
year after welcoming
her daughter Enzo
 

'I'm not dead!' Britney
Spears SLAMS plans to
make a biopic of her life
- after Millie Bobby
Brown said she would
love to play the troubled
pop icon 
 

The Masked Singer
pays tribute to beloved
comedian Leslie Jordan
ahead of his final
appearance... less than
two weeks after he
died in a car crash
 

Kim Zolciak-Biermann
denies reports that her
home was auctioned off
for $257K due to
foreclosure... as she
claims it's worth $2.5
MILLION  
 

Jana Kramer says ex-
husband Mike Caussin
wouldn't perform oral
sex on her for years...
after recently claiming
he cheated with more
than 13 women
 

EXCLUSIVE  Who says
she doesn't eat? Real
Housewife Lisa Rinna is
seen scarfing down a
healthy breakfast with
hubby Harry Hamlin at
Bel Air's hottest brunch
spot
 

'None of us are safe':
Julia Fox reveals why
she stood up for Amber
Heard amid bitter $100m
trial against ex Johnny
Depp in candid chat on
Emily Ratajkowski's
podcast
 

Diddy ramps up
security for star-
studded 53rd birthday
party after previous gun
incident and recent hip-
hop shootings
 

Hailey Bieber bundles
up as she goes to lunch
in LA after encouraging
her fans to vote in a
video posted on social
media
 

He's back! Keanu
Reeves will reprise his
role as John Wick in the
upcoming spinoff film
Ballerina starring Ana
de Armas
 

Kaia Gerber bares her
abs in sports bra and
leggings as she
prepares to break a
sweat at the gym in
style 
 

Katherine Heigl shows
off her stunning legs in
a mini dress as she
enjoys a cocktail at
home: 'Me when the
kids are finally asleep'
 

Lindsay Lohan wows
in chic white blouse and
skirt with gold
accessories as she
promotes her new
holiday film Falling For
Christmas in NYC

Indiana Jones and the
TV spin-off? Disney+
looking to develop
series based around
iconic character after
Harrison Ford revealed
he's done after fifth film
 

Country music
guitarist Jeff Cook dies
at 73: Co-founder of the
band Alabama - known
for the hit song
Dixieland Delight -
battled Parkinson's
disease
 

Kylie and Kendall
Jenner cut casual
figures for shopping
outing in NYC... one day
after their show
stopping outfits at the
CFDA Awards
 

ADVERTISEMENT
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'He is totally heart-on-
his-sleeve!' Dominic
West praises 'emotive'
King Charles for being
'in contrast to his
mother' - as he plays
him in The Crown
 

Happy birthday, Lady
Louise! Late Queen's
youngest and 'favourite'
granddaughter turns 19
- as royal fans hail her
as a 'real asset' to the
family 
 

Kim Kardashian urges
the fashion industry to
not lose its momentum
towards 'diversity' when
at the CFDA Awards:
'Embrace size equality'
 

'I can't think of
anything better': Chris
Evans reveals he
'absolutely' wants to get
married and have
children
Ready to settle down

Justin Bieber will
perform at Takeoff's
memorial service at the
State Farm Arena in
Atlanta - paying tribute
to rapper who was shot
and killed at 28 
 

'He's going through
some difficult times -
that kills me': Sylvester
Stallone emotionally
reflects on Bruce Willis'
aphasia diagnosis and
retirement from acting
 

Usher looks the
epitome of cool in a
stylish outfit and
coordinating shades as
he shows off his roller-
skating skills while
filming a music video in
North London
 

Meghan Markle says
'not everyone is going
to like you - but should
respect you' - and
claims 'difficult is a
codeword for b**ch'
 

'Do you ever get the
feeling people are
incapable of not
caring?' Brendan Fraser
stars in emotional first
trailer for The Whale
Hollywood comeback 

'She had this evil look,
like a smirk': Harvey
Weinstein accuser tells
his LA rape trial she
was 'locked' in
bathroom with mogul by
actress Claudia Salinas
before sexual assault
 

Addison Rae shows
off her toned legs as
she stuns in a body
hugging pewter mini-
dress with a black train
at the CFDA Fashion
Awards
 

Socialite Emma
Weymouth exudes
glamour in black
strapless gown as she
attends The Crown
season five premiere 
 

'I walked away from
my marriage with
NOTHING': Real-life
Wolf of Wall Street
Jordan Belfort's ex
reveals she was left
with nothing but
CURTAINS after split
 

Has LA's crime gotten
even too much for
Crocodile Dundee? Paul
Hogan, 83, is desperate
to move back to
Australia
 

Dua Lipa flaunts her
jaw-dropping figure in
an electric blue lace
lingerie-inspired catsuit
as she takes to the
stage on her Future
Nostalgia Tour 
 

'I was at such a dark
place in my life':
Madison Beer admits
she was suicidal after
being dropped by her
record label aged 16 left
her feeling like an
'embarrassed failure'
 

Ryan Reynolds IS
interested in buying
Ottawa Senators but
Deadpool star admits he
needs 'a partner with
really deep pockets' for
'very expensive' NHL
franchise
 

Romeo Beckham
LIKES ex-girlfriend Mia
Regan's latest
Instagram post as she
flashes her midriff in a
cropped jumper four
months after they split
 

Leighton Meester
stuns in brown midi
dress as she supports
husband Adam Brody in
rare appearance at
Fleishman Is In Trouble
premiere in New York
 

Rihanna reveals she
hasn't decided if she'll
have special guests for
her Super Bowl
performance: 'I don't
know what I'm gonna do
yet'
 

'If you look for people
saying bad stuff about
you, you'll find it':
Heartstopper star Kit
Connor speaks of
dealing with online
negativity... after being
'forced' to come out
 

Pete Davidson and Joe
Pesci bond on park
bench while on the NYC
set of their Peacock
series Bupkis
 

The changing shape of
Kim Kardashian: How
the former queen of
curves has dramatically
slimmed down (but she
insists it's thanks to her
'shape shifting' powers)
 

Heidi Klum - the queen
of fancy dress - hops
around her home in a
kooky mermaid tail in a
HYSTERICAL clip
 

'What an idiot!'
Sylvester Stallone
reveals he regrets
turning down a
whopping $34million
paycheck for another
Rambo movie in the
eighties
 

Rita Ora cuts a sporty
figure in black leggings
and a zip-up fleece as
she steps out after
working out at the gym
 

Frail Paul Hogan, 83,
reveals he is desperate
to sell his $3.5m LA
home after debilitating
condition wasted his
muscles, shrunk his
body fat
 

Demi Rose exposes
her ample assets in a
sheer black nightie as
she shares sizzling
bedroom snaps during
Costa Rica getaway
 

Kim Kardashian the
shape shifter strikes
again! Shrinking reality
star leads A-list
glamour at CFDA
Awards with sisters
Khloe, Kylie and Kendall
 

The Crown's cast
confess they 'IGNORE
real events': Actors say
they 'don't think about'
facts and defend creator
Peter Morgan as
'humanizing the royals'
 

Queen 'cut Prince
Philip some slack over
his friendships with
women' because she
knew her husband had
to 'walk a tightrope',
biographer says 
 

Emma Thompson
wraps up in an aviator
jacket and beanie hat as
she heads on a
breakfast date with
husband Greg Wise
 

Good King Charles!
Royal wishes Morrisons
workers an early 'Happy
Christmas' as he says
he 'hopes they are let
off' for the holidays
during visit to
Yorkshire 
 

Prince Albert's VERY
complicated love life:
As Monaco royal is
seen with his two love
children for the first
time, how his dalliances
led to multiple paternity
claims over the years
 

Chris Evans is
crowned People
magazine's Sexiest Man
Alive on The Late Show
With Stephen Colbert
 

Doctor Who's budget
'is set to more than
TRIPLE as it increases
to a record-breaking
£10m per episode after
securing exciting deal
with Disney+'
 

Meghan Markle reveals
her love of Jeopardy! as
she confesses she
'spent a lot of time in
front of the TV growing
up' and would 'eat her
dinner on a tray'

Regal in red! Queen
Maxima of the
Netherlands wows in a
striking scarlet gown for
a financial health action
meeting in Eindhoven
 

Megan Fox waits in the
wings as Machine Gun
Kelly promotes new film
Taurus at Los Angeles
Q&A -  despite starring
alongside her boyfriend
in forthcoming drama
 

Aaron Carter missed
an online rehab session
the day before his tragic
death at the age of 34:
Manager says new
album was recorded in
a bid to build bridge
with his brother Nick
 

'Oh dear we are
getting there': Pregnant
Chrissy Teigen cradles
her growing baby bump
as she poses at home in
her PJs
 

Carry On star Leslie
Phillips best known for
his 'Ding Dong', 'Well,
Hello' and 'I Say'
catchphrases and
voicing the Sorting Hat
in Harry Potter dies
aged 98
 

Shakira 'planning to
move to Miami with her
two children as part of
deal thrashed out with
ex Gerard Pique during
12 hour summit
meeting'
 

Hilary Duff looks
solemn as she is seen
for the first time since
paying tribute to her ex-
boyfriend Aaron Carter
after his tragic death at
age 34
 

'It's f***ing rude!': Paul
Mescal fumes about
overzealous fans
making him feel 'angry'
and 'embarrassed' when
making comments
about his manhood
 

Claire Danes looks
elegant in a silver gown
as she puts on a loved-
up display with husband
Hugh Dancy at the
Fleishman Is In Trouble
premiere
 

Sherlock home! Eight-
bedroom country
mansion retreat owned
by author Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle goes on
the market for
£2.95million
 

Royally cute! Grand
Duke George of Russia
and his wife Victoria
pose with their newborn
baby Prince Alexander
at their luxurious home
 

A Queen devastated:
The Crown portrays late
monarch tearfully
standing in the ruins of
Windsor Castle after fire
tore through her home
during 'Annus Horribilis'
 

Nicole Scherzinger
shows off her enviable
frame in a form-fitting
pink dress as she
playfully sucks on
dummy ahead of The
Masked Singer filming
 

Christine Quinn puts
on a leggy display in a
black blazer dress with
white feather details at
the CFDA Awards in
NYC
 

The Crown will 'heavily
influence' young
people's view of King
Charles, but Princess
Diana will 'emerge as a
cultural icon', royal
expert predicts 
 

'I'm going to paint your
nails and put a top hat
on you!': Jason Momoa
reveals he's adopted a
wild pig after meeting
her on the set of his
new movie
 

Brooke Shields, 57,
dazzles in a red sequin
midi-dress as she joins
lookalike daughter Grier
Henchy, 16, at the
Spirited premiere in
NYC
 

EXCLUSIVE  Back on!
Bradley Cooper, 47, and
Irina Shayk, 36,
CONFIRM they've
rekindled their romance
as they pack on the
PDA

She looks like a teen
queen! Designer Vera
Wang, 73, appears to be
aging in reverse as she
hits red carpet in off-
the-shoulder outfit at
CFDA Fashion Awards
 

Katie Holmes steals
the show in sheer silver
dress as she brings her
fashion A-game to the
2022 CFDA Awards red
carpet
 

Kerry Washington puts
on a leggy display in a
pair of tiny lace shorts
and goes braless in an
edgy plunging blazer as
she steps out at the
CFDA Fashion Awards

Olivia Culpo thought
she was going to marry
Nick Jonas as she gets
candid about their past
relationship: 'My whole
identity was in him'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Selling
Sunset's Tina Louise is
pregnant! Brett
Oppenheim's ex, 41,
cradles her bump as
she kisses her CEO
boyfriend Sei Moon 
 

Ryan Reynolds, Will
Ferrell and Octavia
Spencer lead superstars
down red carpet at
premiere for their
holiday movie Spirited
in New York City
 

Bachelor In Paradise:
Eliza Isichei breaks
down crying after
realising mistake during
rose ceremony
 

New Little Mermaid
star Halle Bailey shares
a 'beautiful note' she
received from a Delta
pilot during flight that
brought her to tears
 

Ryan Reynolds shoots
down fan theory that
Taylor Swift will appear
in Deadpool 3... though
he is open to working
with her: 'She's a
genius'
 

Cher turns back time!
Smitten singer, 76,
revisits youthful leather
look from iconic music
video after finding love
again with MUCH
younger boyfriend
 

Christina Ricci looks
stunning as she and
husband Mark Hampton
put in a rare red carpet
appearance at the 2022
CFDA Awards in New
York City
 

Khloe Kardashian
gives peek of her VERY
busty new look in
daring cutaway dress
seven months after
admitting she wanted a
boob job for cleavage
like her sisters 
 

Kylie Jenner embraces
90s fashion in a vintage
Thierry Mugler figure-
hugging gown as she
attends the star-studded
CFDA Fashion Awards
in New York City
 

Sylvester Stallone is
supported by wife
Jennifer Flavin at
premiere of Tulsa King
after reconciliation...
after sharing he felt 'left
out' of Creed III
 

Kanye West faces
lawsuit over sampling
Boogie Down
Productions track on
his song Life Of The
Party released on his
Stem Player
 

Elisabeth Moss is
stylishly chic in a floral
dress while Yvonne
Strahovski dons form-
fitting jumpsuit at The
Handmaid's Tale Season
5 Finale event in Los
Angeles
 

Alanis Morissette
releases statement after
backing out of Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame
performance with Olivia
Rodrigo... hinting she
left because of sexist
behavior
 

Millie Bobby Brown
reveals that she dreams
of one day playing
Britney Spears in a
biopic: 'Her story
resonates with me'
 

Gigi Hadid showcases
eclectic style as she
mixes a ton of patterns
over ab-baring crop top
at the CFDA Fashion
Awards in New York
City
 

Amanda Seyfried
showcases her natural
beauty in a sleek black
ensemble from Michael
Kors Collection as she
arrives for the 2022
CFDA Fashion Awards
in NYC
 

Baywatch star David
Charvet rushes to help
a woman trapped in her
Prius after a car
accident on Malibu
highway while out with
his kids
 

Vanessa Hudgens puts
on an eye-popping
display as she dons
lacy bra on red carpet
of  CFDA Fashion
Awards in New York
City
 

Kendall Jenner is a
vision in white as she
puts on a busty display
in plunging sequined
dress at 2022 CFDA
Awards in New York
 

Marisa Tomei gives a
peek at her toned tum in
bright yellow pantsuit
over black bralette at
CFDA Fashion Awards
in New York City
 

'We never find out!'
Ryan Reynolds reveals
he hopes fourth child
with Blake Lively will be
a girl - after welcoming
3 daughters  
 

Inching closer to the
altar! Tiffany Trump
celebrates upcoming
wedding to billionaire
Michael Boulos at a
lavish Miami bridal
shower - alongside her
half-sister Ivanka
 

Rihanna returns to the
Billboard Hot 100 chart
for the first time in five
years... debuting at #2
with Lift Me Up from
Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever
 

Kim Kardashian is
every bit the supportive
friend as she cheers on
BFF LaLa Anthony while
making glamorous
arrival at the CFDA
Fashion Awards in New
York City
 

Ashley Graham shows
a hint of her legs in
brown trench coat at
CFDA Fashion Awards...
after giving fans an
unfiltered look at her
postpartum tummy
 

'Don't they all have
private chefs?': Kim
Kardashian is met with
skepticism by fans as
she claims to cook
plant-based meals for
her kids with an air fryer
 

Charli XCX shows off
her toned stomach in
black leather bra as she
performs on stage at the
Primavera Festival
Sound in Sao Paulo
 

Rob Kardashian
pictured in black and
white snap shared by
sister Kim Kardashian...
as the rarely seen star
beams alongside his
family
 

The new reality TV
stars! Sylvester Stallone
poses with his stunning
daughters as they
prepare to become the
next Kardashians with
their Paramount + show
 

King Charles 'had no
idea' Meghan Markle
was biracial when he
first met her, according
to unsubstantiated
claims in new book -
that's set to cause
anger at the palace
 

Khloe Kardashian
shows off her toned
midriff in ripped jeans
with rhinestone
fringe for a Good
American campaign
Stylish shoot

Olivia Culpo and her
sisters Aurora and
Sophia step out in style
in New York City just
hours before the debut
of their reality TV show
Promoting their new
reality show

Irina Shayk sets
pulses racing in silver
corset with a sheer skirt
as she teases Savage X
Fenty runway show
Will premiere on Amazon
Prime Video on
November 9

'Drugs were f**king
delicious!' Eminem
admits almost dying
from his 2007 overdose
'kind of sucked' as he's
inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame
 

Academy Awards
2023: Jimmy Kimmel is
'grateful' to host the
Oscars for the third time
- despite record-low
viewing figures during
Will Smith's slapping
saga last year 
 

'Putting work ahead of
my family was a tragic
mistake': Sylvester
Stallone reveals
Jennifer Flavin split
WILL be part of new
reality show - amid
speculation it was FAKE
 

Victoria Beckham lets
loose on the dance floor
as she dances with the
Spice Girls to their own
music at Geri Horner's
50th birthday party 
 

'I could have had kids
yesterday': Brooklyn
Beckham, 23, reveals
he's ready to start a
family with wife Nicola
Peltz and become a
'young dad'
 

La La Land director
Damien Chazelle's wife
Olivia Hamilton shows
off her baby bump in a
gold dress... three years
after she welcomed
their 1st child
 

'Camilla R': Queen
Consort's new signature
is revealed on a thank
you card to thank well-
wishers for their
condolences - featuring
the royal alongside her
late mother-in-law 
 

'Sorry I didn't mention
every person I know':
Selena Gomez's fall out
with kidney donor BFF
Francia Raisa spills
onto social media...
after singer SNUBBED
her in documentary
 

Melanie Griffith, 65,
dresses up as her good
friend Kris Jenner to
celebrate the the reality
TV star's 67th birthday:
'Glamming and
hamming it up!'
 

'Instead of dirty
videos, I'll tell dirty
jokes!' Whitney
Cummings SLAMS
Twitter as 'full of dorks
and snitches' and
reveals she's joining
OnlyFans
 

Now Kathy Griffin uses
her dead mother's
Twitter account to call
Elon Musk an 'a**hole'
for suspending her:
Comedian's account
was wiped for
impersonating Musk
 

Jessica Simpson hits
back at 'haters' and
declares she's been
alcohol-free for five
years after sparking
'concern' from fans by
slurring words in video
 

EXCLUSIVE  Aaron
Carter was a 'nightmare
neighbor' at the
California house where
he passed away - as
neighbors claim he was
'arrogant'
 

Michelle Williams
looks elegant in black
gown for first red carpet
appearance since
welcoming third child at
premiere of The
Fabelmans in LA

The Crown's fifth
series may force King
Charles to break the
royals' 'never complain,
never explain' policy,
REBECCA ENGLISH
reveals
 

Rob Lowe wishes his
'funny, smart, sensitive,
and hardworking' son
Johnny a happy 27th
birthday with spa
session snap
 

EXCLUSIVE  Nick
Carter breaks down in
tears on stage as he
performs with the
Backstreet Boys less
than 24 hours after his
brother Aaron's death 
 

Devastated fans and
music legends share
their support for Duran
Duran's Andy Taylor, 61,
after his terminal
prostate cancer
diagnosis
 

Kate Hudson, 43,
shows off her incredible
figure in a bikini as she
cuddles up to fiancé
Danny Fujikawa on a
luxury desert minibreak
 

Elizabeth Debicki
wows in Princess
Diana's revenge dress:
New clip of The Crown
series 5 recreates
moment late royal
stunned in a black mini
 

Beastly truth about
womanising
photographer Peter
Beard who partied with
Mick Jagger, was gored
by an elephant, and
bedded beauties galore
 

David Tennant
transforms into former
Russian spy Alexander
Litvinenko for new ITVX
drama as he recreates
iconic hospital bed
photo taken three days
before he died
.

EXCLUSIVE  John
Mayer, 45, dines with
Mad Men star Kiernan
Shipka, 22, at romantic
restaurant nine months
after they were caught
in a clinch
 

Pregnant Gemma
Arterton cradles her
baby bump as she steps
out with husband Rory
Keenan after confirming
she's expecting her first
child 
 

Keira Knightley braves
the rain in a bucket hat
as she strolls around
north London in stylish
brown trench coat
Keeping a low profile

Johnny Depp gives a
thumbs up as he is seen
for the first time since
his split from British
lawyer Joelle Rich
 

Prince Andrew enjoys
horse ride in the
pouring rain around
Windsor after it
emerged King Charles
told him he would
NEVER return to royal
duties 
 

Paul Hogan reveals
why the Queen
apologised to him as
the Crocodile Dundee
actor reflects on the
time he stubby shorts
and cut off sleeves
when meeting her
 

'Love doesn't know
math!' Cher, 76,
CONFIRMS relationship
with toyboy beau, 36, as
she brushes off age gap
and says he treats her
'like a queen'
 

'I'd highly advise
putting the fun between
your legs!' Kate
Beckinsale poses on
bike with fireman as she
shares cheeky post
during Croatia trip
 

Hurricane G dead:
Tributes flood in from
hip-hop world as they
mourn the passing of
trailblazing female
rapper Gloria Rodriguez
aged 52
 

EXCLUSIVE  Damian
Lewis RETURNS to
Billions as he reprises
role of Bobby Axelrod in
Tower of London shoot -
after announcing he'd
quit
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